Mod. 01/10/2014 – NUMERO 04
(VERS. AUTORIZZ. GENITORI INGLESE)

AUTODROMO DI FRANCIACORTA
MINOR’S AUTHORISATION

Having parental authority on behalf of a minor son/daughter to practice sport activities as driver
car/motocycle / kart

The undersigned Mr (Father’s data)……..................................................………………………………………
born at ................................................................................................ on the ........./........./............
resident at ........................................................................................................................................
The undersigned Mrs (Mother’s data)……..................................................……………………………………
born at ..................................................................................................... on the ........./........./........
resident at ........................................................................................................................................
Having parental authority on behalf of a minor son/daughter
The undersigned Mr (Driver’s data)……..................................................………………………………………
born at ................................................................................................. on the ........./........./............
resident at .........................................................................................................................................
take all the responsibility
declare/s
1)-to be the owners / and parental authority: [] - an exclusive
[] - Jointly between them
[] - Joint with the other parental____________________________________
________________________________________il which 'still informed and consenting to the below
2) - that have not been taken against de / l / the undersigned / or / i disqualifications or removal from power in accordance with
Articles. 330 and 334 of the Civil Code
3) - I have read the Rules of 'Autodrome the Rules of sporting competition mentioned in lime
to this
4) - I have read the mechanical means by which the minor intends to operate motor and have it considered
safe and suitable in all respects
5) - I have read in the path on which the minor will exercise the motor activity and having it deemed appropriate and responsive
with all applicable safety
6) - to be aware, however, that the exercise of sports motoring, by its nature, involves risk-taking,
even serious damage to people and property
7) - I have instructed the minor in relation to all the rules of education, safety and prudence required for the proper exercise
motor activity even at a competitive level
8) - that the minor is in good health and did not suffer, even occasionally, diseases and / or obstacles that
may in some way inhibit the activity and make it more dangerous engineering that the same will to exercise

Authorize/s
therefore the minor to participate, as a driver, means competition in free practice, qualifying and races for the sporting event mentioned in lime
and expressly

Exonerate/s
The Company owns the Plant Sportivo, the Management Companies of the sames and the Company that promotes and organizes the event
from any liability for damages, depending on the activity as described above, may be caused to people and property
including, but not limited to, dont-prescriptive, the minor himself, the contenders, other users of the track, the
plant employees, viewers, third parties in general, the mechanical means in the race, the structures and artifacts of the system, etc.. etc..

Sporting event………………………………………………….
Castrezzato day_________________

In faith ______________________ (Signature Father)

________________________________________________________ (Signature Mother)
In compliance with the articles 1341 and 1342 of the civil code, the undersigned approved
expressly the clauses mentioned above at numbers 3,4,5,7,8
Castrezzato day_________________

In faith ______________________ (Signature Father)

________________________________________________________ (Signature Mother)
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